Book Smarts
Color in the holiday reading scene to make it as festive as you can!
Gi/f_ts from Santa
Santa has a few last-minute gifts to deliver. Can you help him get to his sleigh to deliver his gifts on time?

Word Scramble
Unscramble the seven (7) words below. Then use the circled letters to solve the final word.

OTSRY
RHOE
FSNAAYT
ADVRNEUET
AEIFYATRL
UNFNY
NENIDG

Final Word: Reading

Word Search
Words go from top to bottom, left to right, and diagonal. Can you find all the words below?

Across
3. Saves your place in a book
5. Draws the pictures in a book
7. The name of the book
8. You can’t judge a book by its _____

Down
1. Verses that often rhyme
2. Place that sells books
4. Books are divided into these
6. Where you go to borrow books

Across: 3. Bookmark; 5. Illustrator; 7. Title; 8. Cover;

Crossword
Read each clue. Match the number of the clue to the number on the puzzle, then fill in the boxes with the word that fits.

1. Verses that often rhyme
2. Place that sells books
4. Books are divided into these
6. Where you go to borrow books

STORYTELLER LIBRARIAN AUTHOR BESTSELLER PUBLISHER
PAPERBACK FICTIONAL ADVENTURE BIOGRAPHY NARRATOR
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